Napakeang Great Lou islands.
Honolulu, July 15th 1837.

Dear mother, sisters and brothers,

A few days since I addressed you from Canton, having a little moment this morning before the Raleigh leaves us, I address you a few lines from this island of the South Pacific Ocean, which in my intellect, by day I little thought of my knowing except when a map. But if it had been that this is the fourth day since first sitting out from the plank. A most interesting club of natives ignorant of the South, the world consists of. For a general account of these islands and their inhabitants etc. I would refer you to the recent to Call. Basil Hall's voyage, Beechey's voyage in the Iris Blossom, to Humber.

The day we arrived, we went out there.
lending when the beach some distance from the town. Mr. King accompanied her husband in this as in all subsequent excursions. We had not proceeded far before we were surrounded by the admiring inhabitants, soon after by the officers of government. We were treated however with the greatest kindness. 

Next when we had taken our walk, I returned to the boat from hundreds had assembled on the beach. On some occasions there have been about 500 Mohawks assembled to meet us. As soon as our boat left the Rich for the shore the Mohawks were then running from every direction to the place of our landing. When the Rich first put into the harbor, it was a most sight to behold the inhabitants standing when the topped high rocks, hills, houses to see us. Among these some mountaineers who seemed to be much excited at the approach of a
We find nine Japanese junkes (vessels) in Batavia. The Japanese we have on board have been several of their countrymen announced with them, but still have no fear of returning in a foreign ship. Mr. Stuyvaff joined us here. His things are on board and in a few weeks we leave for Japan to hol to be there in 8 or 10 days.

It has afforded us all much pleasure that the 200 Chows and have been brought on to accept of over the Consulate at the Mall Box. They have transcibed a track in Chinese upon the subject which I gave them, and yesterday I informed rated one of their physicians, I gave him "Vaccine matter" to cleanse the that he might vacciniate others. The dit Mall box is very common in this country.

The country pays tribute both to China a good many to be an amalgamation.

Failing that you may yet a fuller account of this voyage hereafter. I forbear
to write more. My health is excellent.
I own prospects are encouraging.
The prospects of introducing the gospel to the
nine will be easy. When China. John...
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These two foreign attorneys
Know nothing, neither of them. Why were not
born in the other country? What else could have
The address of some other sect they know? Appointments adum P. Parker